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Investment Review

The fund underperformed its benchmark over the quarter.

Activity

It was a slow grind as while DM economies proceeded to open up amid vaccine progress, EM
struggled with a variety of issues. The spread of Delta variant weighed on equities in the first half of
the quarter with events in China dominating throughout amid unpredictable regulation, slowing
economic activity and a large property company teetering close to bankruptcy. Oil-heavy markets
rallied on the back of rising oil prices (Colombia, Russia, MENA).

MSCI EM Asia lagged with China and Korea the biggest detractors. MSCI China continued to
underperform MSCI EM driven by a combination of the the regulatory paradigm shift impacting
more sectors, a broad-based slowing of economic activity in Q3 numbers, with downside surprises
across domestic demand sectors leading to downward earnings revisions, and renewed covid-19
outbreaks leading to new lockdowns. Slowing property sales and spreading power curbs hurt
production of steel, cement, aluminum and chemical and trimmed demand expectations for
commodities and manufacturers in September. Korea fell 13.2% (in USD terms) in the quarter,
underperforming EM and EM Asia most heavily in September. Underperformance was on the back
of a series of negative events, including fintech regulations and the Evergrande issue.

Indian markets continue to enjoy the massive bull run. MSCI India was up 12.6% (USD terms),
massively outperforming broader markets in the quarter– MSCI EM (-8.1%). Year-to-date, Indian
equities are up 25%+, tracking SPX moves up. Record low interest rates, government reform/relief
measures (telcos, autos and banks), improved vaccine access and subsequent pick-up in service
sector activity kept momentum strong. The Indonesian equity market outperformed EM by 17.5% (in
USD terms) in the quarter (MSCI Indonesia +9.4%, MSCI EM -8.1%) driven by more on-the-ground
optimism going into 4Q21. We see positive tailwinds from the recent surge in commodity prices as
Indonesia is a big exporter of coal

LatAm equities were down 13.3% in the quarter. MSCI Brazil (-20.2%, in USD terms) was the worst
performing country in Q3 for both MSCI EM and LatAm. A convoluted political scenario, double-digit
inflation running at an accelerated pace, uncertainty around the economic recovery and risks
stemming from China as the economic slowdown and Evergrande’s soap opera were the main
highlights to blame. Argentina (+22.1%) posted the strongest return in the region, amid growing
signs that Fernandez’s left-leaning coalition is losing ground. This was followed by Colombia
(+10.2%). Energy heavy Colombia was helped on the back of rising oil and gas prices.

MSCI EMEA rose +4.2% in Q3 with many markets posting strong returns Hungary (+7.7%), Czech
(+14.2%), UAE (+6.4%), Saudi (+9.0%) and Qatar (+7.3%). Russia (+9.5%) was a particular
beneficiary of oil price and associated FX strength. (all performance data from MSCI, total return in
USD)

Portfolio Positioning

Positioning in India, Saudi Arabia, and China were the largest detractors. Our overweight to Russia,
as well as off-benchmark allocations in Panama, and Kazakhstan helped to offset those losses.

At the stock level, new energy related holdings performed well on strong investor sentiment,
increasing policy support, and continued rotation out of internet companies. Off-benchmark
exposure to cobalt, copper and niobium producer, China Molybdenum, was among the top
contributors. Similarly, our position in Abermarle, a lithium and EV material producer, also
performed well, moving with higher lithium prices and better NEV sales demand that benefitted the
EV sector value chain. Oil-sensitive names such as Sberbank and Lukoil also contributed, following
a surge in prices in the latter half of the period. An underweight in Alibaba, was the top contributor
to relative performance. On the other hand, off-benchmark exposure to Kuaishou, a Chinese video-
sharing mobile app and primary competitor to Douyin, was the primary detractor, as the company
continued to suffer from weaker than expected live streaming business persistent regulatory
concern across the Chinese internet sector. Overweight exposure to Chinese consumer
discretionary names like SJM and Prada, also weighed on relative returns as Macau announced
new gaming regulation and expectations of weaker luxury spending in China.

Over the quarter we notably rotated exposure in China. We exited Kuaishou on weaker guidance,
and reduced positions in Chinese gaming companies, such as Tencent and Netease, on concerns
over risks to gaming stocks given recent clampdowns on that sector. On the other side we started
to close some of our Chinese internet underweight by adding to Meituan and JD.com on
expectations that regulatory pressure surrounding ecommerce is near its peak. Ex-internet, we
initiated a position in Chinese cement producer, Anhui Conch, which should be a beneficiary if
China begins to ease into year-end. We also initiated position in real estate developer China Vanke,
as we are starting to see a set up that may allow for better sentiment and fundamentals for property
developers as land costs have started to moderate. In India, we initiated a position in Reliance
Industries after reducing Maruti Suzuki, on expected earnings weakness in the latter. Elsewhere, we
initiated a position in Russia’s, Surgutneftegas, as its lagged peers despite tight global energy
supply and a strong dividend yield. This trade came at the expense of Sberbank, to manage our
broader overweight in Russia

The Fund ended the period overweight Russia and India, while being underweight China, South
Africa, and Saudi Arabia. Within sectors we are overweight cyclical value, particularly financials,
industrials and energy. We are underweight communication services, consumer staples, and
healthcare.

Rendement

% Kwartaal Jaar tot op 
heden
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Ann.

5-Jaars
Ann.

10-Jaars
Ann.

Fonds -3.20% 6.60% 11.04% 12.49% 10.92%

Benchmark -10.08% -1.94% 7.75% 10.92% 8.23%

Outlook

We view the main risk to EM equities to be a sharp adjustment in
US rates which hasn’t materialised quite yet although remains an
overhang as inflation takes hold at different rates in different areas.
It is concerns around China which has been weighing on the EM
markets in recent months. We still see incompatibility between the
vibrant economic recovery and extraordinarily high fiscal and
monetary supports from developed economies. One offshoot has
been a rise in inflation and inflation expectations across the globe,
accompanied by a debate on how transitory or longer lasting these
forces may be. A market shock caused by expectations of higher
rates would be a different scenario from the taper tantrum fears of
removal of U.S. Fed accommodation in 2013 because any rate
increase this time would be based on much stronger growth. Major
EM economies are much better positioned, evidenced by the lower
ratios of current accounts relative to gross domestic product
(GDP).

Our outlook for China remains cautious but pragmatic given recent
sharp relative underperformance. The policy crackdown across
various sectors was far more severe than expected. This has not
happened in China before (only seen that in Russia). We see risk
of further crackdowns to come especially where misaligned with
the economic policy of the country although value is now appearing
(at least optically) causing us to move back to neutral. We are
increasingly careful about where we invest on the long side as to
not misalign ourselves with the social goals of the government.
While we need to be selective, we still find interesting investment
opportunities in China. One such area is the economic reopening
plays as well as industries which are helping China meet its 2030
and 2060 climate targets.

India – we have been +ve and we are still structurally positive. We
have been reducing though at the margin. Its done very well and
looks expensive. Tailwinds are starting to fade at the margin. BOP
position very important (pretty closed capital account) – surplus
last few years from depressed imports and FDI and services is
now starting to turn slowly – imports coming back for gold, oil. Also
there are some ridiculously priced ipos coming down the pipes.

In Latin America, we see attractive stock valuations in Brazil and
believe the country will benefit from a cyclical rebound on a tactical
basis yet are loathe to go heavoily overweight. Medium term we
note rising inflation and rates as well as troubling debt dynamics
and political noise give us pause. We like Mexico based on the
benign outcome of the mid term election and improving economic
trends, including a rising share of exports to the U.S. and likely
further decline in interest rates. In Peru, with the presidential
election uncertainty now behind us we believe the stock market is
attractive based on Peru’s improving trade position amid rising
commodity prices and a weak currency.

We see normalization in global economic activity and our portfolios
remain positioned accordingly with a one year horizon.
Geographically, the main overweights are Russia, Mexico and
India, and underweights Korea, Taiwan and South Africa. Within
sectors, the portfolios remain overweight cyclical value, particularly
financials, industrials and energy. The main underweights are
clustered around defensive areas such as staples and healthcare,
where valuations appear less compelling relative to other sectors
and to history.
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